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Abstract
Recently, Robert Lazarsfeld and Kyungyong Lee proved an interesting result on local syzygies of mul-
tiplier ideals. In this note, we continue their investigation by showing an asymptotic behavior of local
syzygies of multiplier ideals in filtrations induced by maximal ideal sheaves.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this note is to study an asymptotic behavior of local syzygies of multiplier
ideals in the sprint of Robert Lazarsfeld and Kyungyong Lee [LL06].
Let X be a smooth complex variety and let a be a non-zero ideal sheaf on X. Then for any
positive rational number λ, one can construct the multiplier ideal
J (aλ)= J (X,aλ)⊆OX
of a with weighting coefficient λ using a log resolution of a. Because of its local and global
vanishing properties, it has found many applications. We refer to the book [Laz00] of Lazarsfeld
for its properties and applications. See also the report [EM06] of Ein and Mustata on recent
developments.
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special multiplier ideals are among all integrally closed ideals. Before [LL06], being integrally
closed was perhaps the only known obstruction for being multiplier ideals. They obtained a
surprising result on local syzygies of multiplier ideals.
Theorem 1.1. (See Theorem A in [LL06].) Let (O,m) be the local ring of a smooth complex
variety of dimension d at a point x ∈ X. Let J = J (aλ)x ⊂O be the germ at x of any multiplier
ideal. If p  1, then no minimal pth syzygy of J vanishes modulo md+1−p .
In particular, it shows that multiplier ideals are very special among all integrally closed ideals.
We refer to [LL06] for the details.
Now we want to continue their investigation by showing an asymptotic behavior of local
syzygies of multiplier ideals in the following mx -stable filtration
{J (mnx · aλ
)}
n0,
where mx is the ideal sheaf at x. The following is our main theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a smooth complex variety of dimension d  2, let a be an ideal sheaf
on X, and let λ be a non-negative rational number. Let x be a closed point in X, and let mx be
the ideal sheaf at x. Let (O,m) be the local ring of X at x, and Jk := J (mkx · aλ)x ⊂O for a
non-negative integer k. If k  d − 2, then no minimal pth syzygy of Jk vanishes modulo m2 for
all p  1.
One may think that this result is a bit strange because multiplier ideals appearing in the fil-
tration are special among multiplier ideals. However the homological nature of multiplier ideals
becomes more general as n gets larger [Lee06]. For example, if k  d , then m ∈ Ass(O/Jk) by
Skoda theorem (Theorem 9.6.21 in [Laz00]). Then depth(m,Jk) = 1. Hence by the Auslander–
Buchsbaum theorem (cf. Theorem 19.9 in [Eis99]) the length of minimal free resolution of Jk is
the maximal possible value d − 1.
The bound on k in Theorem 1.2 is sharp. For example, if we let
b = (f, g) ⊂ C[x1, x2, x3]
be an ideal generated by two general polynomials vanishing to order 2 at the origin, then
b = J (b2).
See Example 2.3 in [LL06] for the details.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the observation that the so-called Skoda complex which
is in fact exact sits in between two Koszul complexes, which leads to the vanishing of maps
between the Koszul homology groups. Our proof is based on the following result of Fiorentini
[Fio71] which provides an alternative criterion for the vanishing of such maps.
Theorem 1.3. (See [Fio71].) Let R be a commutative ring with unity and M be a R-module. Let
N be a submodule of M such that (a1, . . . , an) ·M ⊂ N for some a1, . . . , an ∈ R. Let α :N → M
be the inclusion, and let
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be the map induced by α. If a1, . . . , an is a relative M-regular sequence with respect to N , then
Hn(ϕ) = 0
for all n 0.
In Section 2, we will discuss several notions of regular sequences including relative regular
sequence of Fiorentini and (N,M)-regular sequence. They are generalizations of the well-known
notion of M-regular sequence. Concerning (N,M)-regular sequence, we will prove the following
theorem.
As usual, we identify a coherent sheaf on an affine variety with the module of its global
sections.
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a smooth affine variety of dimension d  2. Let a be an ideal sheaf on X,
and let λ be a non-negative rational number. Let x be a closed point in X, and let mx be the
ideal sheaf at x. Let k and n be non-negative integers with 1 n d and k  n − 2. Then for a
general choice a1, . . . , an of elements in mx ,
(1) {a1, . . . , an} is a (J (mk+1x · aλ),J (mkx · aλ))-regular sequence, hence
(2) the natural map
Hp
(
K•(a1, . . . , an) ⊗J
(
mk+1x · aλ
)→ K•(a1, . . . , an) ⊗J
(
mkx · aλ
))
vanishes for any p > 0.
Now, as Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2 follows immediately from Theorem 1.4 and the following
proposition.
Proposition 1.5. (See Proposition 1.1 in [LL06].) Let (O,m) be the local ring of a smooth
complex variety at a point x ∈ X. Let
· · · u3 Ob2
u2 Ob1
u1 Ob0 I 0
be a minimal free resolution of an ideal I ⊂ O. Fix p  1, and let e ∈ Obp be a generator, so
that e determines a non-zero class in
Torp(I,C) = Cbp .
Suppose that there is an integer a  2 such that
up(e) ∈ ma ·Obp−1.
Then e represents a class lying in the image of Torp(ma−1I,C) → Torp(I,C).
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[Laz00]). It says that the following inclusion holds.
J ((aH )λ
)⊂ Img(J (aλ)→OH
)
,
where H is a smooth irreducible hypersurface not contained in the cosupport of a and aH is the
image of a in OH . This inclusion is strict in general. However its proof tells us more.
Theorem 1.6. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective variety of dimension d  2. Let a be an ideal
sheaf on X, and let λ be a non-negative rational number. Let x be a closed point of X, and let
mx ⊂OX be the ideal sheaf at x. Let V be an intersection of c general hypersurfaces contain-
ing x for some 1 c d − 1. Let IV be the ideal sheaf along V . Denote by aV ⊂OV the image
of a in OV , and by mx/V ⊂OV the image of mx in OV . Then for any integer k  c, we have the
following commutative diagram:
0 IV ι OX π OV 0
0 IV ⊗J (mk−1x · aλ) J (mkx · aλ) J (mk−cx/V · (aV )λ) 0
where ι and vertical maps are the natural inclusions and π is the natural surjection.
Corollary 1.7. With the same situation as in Theorem 1.6,
IV ⊗J
(
mk−1x · aλ
)= IV ∩J
(
mkx · aλ
)
.
One can obtain similar results replacing mx with ideal sheaves of smooth subvarieties or of
some finite subschemes. Also Theorem 1.6 can be generalized to the pair (X,Δ) where X is
normal Cohen–Macaulay variety and KX + Δ is Q-Cartier Q-divisor on X.
We work over the field C of complex numbers.
2. Notions of regular sequences
Here we recall several notions of regular sequences. Some of these notions play an important
role in the study of blowup algebras. We refer to [Vas94] for the details.
Definition 2.1. Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Let I be an ideal of R. Let M be a
R-module with IM = M . A sequence of elements a1, . . . , an in I is said to be a M-regular
sequence in I if for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1,
(
(a1, . . . , ai)M : ai+1
)∩ M = (a1, . . . , ai)M.
Here (a1, . . . , ai)M = 0 for i = 0 by convention. We say that a1, . . . , an is a weak M-regular
sequence if IM = M .
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and let N be a submodule of M . A sequence of elements a1, . . . , an in R is called a relative
M-regular sequence with respect to N if for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1,
(
(a1, . . . , ai)N : ai+1
)∩ N = (a1, . . . , ai)M
holds. We say that a1, . . . , an form an unconditioned relative M-regular sequence with respect
to N if any permutation of the sequence is a relative M-regular sequence with respect to N .
Definition 2.3. (See [Hun82].) Let R be a commutative ring with unity and I be an ideal in R.
A sequence of elements a1, . . . , an in I is said to be a minimal d-sequence in I if for all i =
0, . . . , n − 1
(1) (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an)  (a1, . . . , an).
(2) ((a1, . . . , ai) : ai+1) ∩ I = (a1, . . . , ai).
Without (1), a1, . . . , an is called a d-sequence in I .
The following definition1 generalizes the notion of d-sequence to modules.
Definition 2.4. Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Let M be a R-module and let N be
a submodule of M . A sequence of elements a1, . . . , an in R is said to be a (N,M)-regular
sequence if
(1) (a1, . . . , an)M ⊂ N .
(2) For all i = 0, . . . , n − 1,
(
(a1, . . . , ai)M : ai+1
)∩ N = (a1, . . . , ai)M.
Here (a1, . . . , ai)M = 0 for i = 0 by convention. (N,M)-regular sequence a1, . . . , an is called
minimal if for all i = 1, . . . , n
(a1, . . . , ai, ai+1, . . . , an)M  (a1, . . . , an)M.
We say that a1, . . . , an form an unconditioned (N,M)-regular sequence if any permutation of
the sequence is a (N,M)-regular sequence.
Remark 2.5. Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Let M be a R-module, let N be a submod-
ule of M , and let {a1, . . . , an} be a (N,M)-regular sequence. Let
ϕi :M/(a1, . . . , ai)M → M/(a1, . . . , ai)M
be the homomorphism induced by the multiplication of ai+1, and let
ψi :N/(a1, . . . , ai)M → M/(a1, . . . , ai)M
1 This notions is probably well known among commutative algebraists. But we could not find the reference, so we
provide a temporary name for it.
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i = 0, . . . , n − 1.
The relations between these notions can be summarized as follows.
Remark 2.6. Let R be a commutative ring with unity, let M be a R-module, and let N be a
submodule of M . Let a1, . . . , an ∈ R.
(1) {a1, . . . , an} is a weak M-regular sequence iff {a1, . . . , an} is a (M,M)-regular sequence.
(2) {a1, . . . , an} is a d-regular sequence in I iff {a1, . . . , an} is a (I,R)-regular sequence.
(3) If {a1, . . . , an} is a (N,M)-regular sequence, then {a1, . . . , an} is a relative M-regular se-
quence with respect to N .
The following are basic properties of (N,M)-regular sequences.
Proposition 2.7. Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Let M be a R-module, let N be a
submodule of M , and let {a1, . . . , an} be a (N,M)-regular sequence.
(1) {a1, . . . , an} is (L,M)-regular sequence for any R-submodule L with
(a1, . . . , an)M  LN.
(2) {a1, . . . , ai} is a (N,M)-regular sequence for all i  n.
(3) {ai+1, . . . , an} is a (N/(a1, . . . , ai),M/(a1, . . . , ai))-regular sequence for any i < n.
Proposition 2.8. Let R be a commutative ring with unity, and let M be a R-module. If
{a1, . . . , an} is a (I,R)-regular sequence for an ideal I in R and M is flat over R, then
{a1, . . . , an} is a (IM,M)-regular sequence.
Proof. Let ϕi :R/(a1, . . . , ai) → R/(a1, . . . , ai) be the homomorphism induced by the multipli-
cation of ai+1 and let ψi : I/(a1, . . . , ai) → R/(a1, . . . , ai) be the natural inclusion. Since ϕi ◦ψi
is injective and M is flat over R,
idM ⊗(ϕi ◦ ψi) :M ⊗ I/(a1, . . . , ai) → M ⊗ R/(a1, . . . , ai)
is injective. But since M is flat R-module, M ⊗ I/(a1, . . . , ai) = IM/(a1, . . . , ai)M . Hence
a1, . . . , an is a (IM,M)-regular sequence. 
Proposition 2.9. Let R be a commutative local ring with unity. Let M be a R- module and let N
be a submodule of M . Let a1, . . . , an in R be a (N,M)-regular sequence. Then the following are
equivalent.
(1) a1, . . . , an is M-regular sequence.
(2) The connecting homomorphisms
Hp
(
K•(a1, . . . , an;M/N)
)→ Hp−1
(
K•(a1, . . . , an;N)
)
are injective for all p > 0.
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known facts on Koszul complex (cf. Corollary 17.5 and Theorem 17.6 in [Eis99]). Thus the
equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 1.3. 
3. Proofs
Before we start, we want to clarify the notion of general hypersurfaces in Theorems 1.4, 1.6,
and 3.3.
Definition 3.1. Let X be a quasi-projective variety. Let x be a closed point of X, and let
f :X′ → X be the blowing up at x with the exceptional divisor E. Let a be an ideal sheaf
on X, and let μ :Y → X be a log resolution of a factoring through f so that μ = f ◦ g for some
g :Y → X′. A hypersurface H containing x is called general (with respect to a and μ) if
μ∗H = μ−1H + g∗E.
Remark 3.2. In this note, we are only interested in the multiplier ideal of a with weights. So, the
choice of log resolution is not important.
First, we consider the restriction theorem for codimension one case. There is little difference
between the proof of Theorem 9.5.1 in [Laz00] and the proof of Theorem 3.3 below. But we
reproduce it for the convenience of readers.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective variety of dimension d  2. Let a be an ideal
sheaf on X, and let λ be a non-negative rational number. Let x be a closed point of X, and let
mx ⊂ OX be the ideal sheaf at x. Let H be a general hypersurface containing x. Denote by
aH ⊂OH the image of a in OH . Then we have the following commutative diagram:
0 OX(−H) ι OX π OH 0
0 OX(−H) ⊗J (aλ) J (mx · aλ) J ((aH )λ) 0
where ι and vertical maps are the natural inclusions and π is the natural surjection.
Proof. Let μ :Y → X be a log resolution of mx and a. We may assume that μ factors through
the blowing up f :Xx → X of X at x so that
μ = f ◦ g
for some g :Y → Xx . Let Ex be the exceptional divisor of f on Xx , and let E be the total
transform of Ex in Y . Let F be an effective divisor on Y such that OY (−F) = a ·OY , and let H ′
be the proper transform of H in Y . Since H is general, we may assume that H ′ is not contained
in F .
Since H is a general hypersurface containing x,
μ∗H − H ′ = g∗Ex = E. (3.1)
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with no common components. P is μ-exceptional. Because of (3.1), P |H ′ is μ|H ′ -exceptional.
H ′ is an irreducible component of N . We have the following commutative diagram:
0 OY (−H ′) OY OH ′ 0
0 OY (−N)
ι1
OY (−N + H ′)
ι2
OH ′(−N + H ′)
ι3
0
0 OY (P − N) OY (P − N + H ′) OH ′(P − N + H ′) 0
where every vertical maps are injective.
Since P is f -exceptional,
(μ|P )∗OP (P ) = 0.
by Lemma 1-3-2 in [KMM87]. Similarly, since P |H ′ is μ|H ′ -exceptional
(μ|H ′∩P )∗OH ′∩P (P ) = 0.
Hence μ∗ι1, μ∗ι2, and (μ|H ′)∗ι3 are isomorphisms. From the projection formula,
μ∗OY (P − N) = μ∗OY
(
B − μ∗H )=OX(−H) ⊗J
(
aλ
)
.
From (3.1) and OY (−E) = mx ·OY ,
μ∗OY
(
P − N + H ′)= μ∗OY
(
B − μ∗H + H ′)= J (X,mx · aλ
)
.
By the adjunction theorem,
μ∗OH ′(P − N + H ′) = μ∗OH ′
(
B − μ∗H + H ′)= J ((aH )λ
)
.
From relative Kawamata–Viehweg vanishing theorem (cf. 9.1.22 in [Laz00])
R1μ∗OY (P − N) = R1μ∗OY (B − μ∗H) = 0.
Now the theorem follows from the direct image of the previous diagram. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. For simplicity, we let b := mx . We use induction on c  1. The case
c = 1 is Theorem 3.3. Note that this assumption includes the case of d = 2.
So let us assume that the theorem holds for all pair (X,V ) with codimV < c for some c 2.
We can choose c general hypersurfaces H1, . . . ,Hc vanishing at b so that following two condi-
tions hold.
(i) V =⋂ci=1 Hi as a scheme.
(ii) H1, . . . ,Hc intersect transversally at any y ∈ V .
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IU and IH , respectively. Let aV , aU , aH and bV , bU , bH be the images of a and b in OV , OU ,
OH , respectively.
Claim 3.4. With the same notations as above,
(1) IH ⊗OX OU = Img(IH →OU).
(2) IU ⊗OX OH = Img(IU →OH ).
Proof. Both of (1) and (2) will follows from IH · IU = IH ∩ IU . So we need to show
(
(xc) · (x1, . . . , xc−1)
) ·Oy,X =
(
(xc) ∩ (x1, . . . , xc−1)
) ·Oy,X (3.2)
for all y ∈ X, where (Oy,X,my,X) is the local ring at y ∈ X, and xi is a local equation of Hi at y.
Suppose y ∈ V . By (ii), x1, . . . , xc can be extended to a system of parameter for Oy,X . Then,
since Oy,X is regular, hence Cohen–Macaulay, x1, . . . , xc is Oy,X-regular in my,X (cf. Theo-
rem 31 in [Mat80]). Thus
(
(x1, . . . , xc−1) ·Oy,X : xc
)
Oy,X = (x1, . . . , xc−1) ·Oy,X,
and (3.2) holds. If y /∈ V , then (xc) · Oy,X = Oy,X or (x1, . . . , xc−1) · Oy,X = Oy,X . Thus, in
both cases, (3.2) holds. 
By the above claim and the induction hypothesis, we have the following diagram:
0 0
IU ⊗OX J (bk−1 · aλ) IU ⊗OX J (bk−2H · (aH )λ) 0
0 IH ⊗OX J (bk−1 · aλ) J (bk · aλ) J (bk−1H · (aH )λ) 0
0 IH ⊗OX J (bk−cU · (aU)λ) J (bk−c+1U · (aU)λ) J (bk−cV · (aV )λ) 0.
0 0 0
Let
I := IU ⊗J
(
bk−1 · aλ)+ IH ⊗J
(
bk−1 · aλ).
Then from the diagram chasing, we obtain the following short exact sequence,
0 I ι J (bk · aλ) J (bk−cV · (aV )λ) 0.
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ι :I π IV ⊗J (bk−1 · aλ) J (bk · aλ).
Hence π is isomorphism and it completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. (1) Let b := mx . We need to show that for any 0 i < n
(
(a1, . . . , ai) ·J
(
bk · aλ) : ai+1
)∩J (bk+1 · aλ)= (a1, . . . , ai) ·J
(
bk · aλ). (3.3)
Since X is irreducible and reduced, (3.3) clearly holds for i = 0.
Now we fix 0 < i < n. Let V be the smooth subvariety determined by a1, . . . , ai , and let IV
be the ideal sheaf along V . Then
k + 1 n − 1 i = codimV.
Denote by bV and aV the images of b and a in OV , respectively.
From Theorem 1.6, we have the following diagram:
0 IV ⊗J (bk · aλ) J (bk+1 · aλ)
μ
ϕ
J (bk+1−iV · aλV )
ϕ
0
0 IV ⊗J (bk · aλ) J (bk+1 · aλ) ν J (bk+1−iV · aλV ) 0.
Here, ϕ is the map induced by the multiplication by ai+1 and ϕ is induced by the multiplica-
tion by the image ai+1 in OV of ai+1. Since ai+1 is a general choice and V is smooth, hence
irreducible and reduced, ai+1 is non-zero divisor and ϕ is an injective map.
Suppose y ∈ J (bk+1 · aλ) and
ai+1 · y ∈ (a1, . . . , ai) ·J
(
bk · aλ)= IV ⊗J
(
bk · aλ).
Then 0 = ν(ϕ(y)) = ϕ(μ(y)). Hence μ(y) = 0 and
y ∈ (a1, . . . , ai) ·J
(
bk · aλ).
(2) It follows from (1), Theorem 1.3, and Remark 2.6(3). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We may assume that X is an affine variety. We choose general
a1, . . . , ad ∈ mx so that they form a system of parameter for O and Theorem 1.4 holds. Then,
since mx ·J (mkx · aλ) ⊂ J (mk+1x · aλ),
Hp
(
K•(a1, . . . , ad) ⊗ m ·Jk → K•(a1, . . . , ad) ⊗Jk
)
vanishes for any p > 0. Since a1, . . . , ad is a system of parameter, it is O-regular. So,
K•(a1, . . . , ad) is a free resolution of C over O, and
S. Lee / Journal of Algebra 315 (2007) 629–639 639TorOp (m ·Jk,C) = Hp
(
K•(a1, . . . , ad) ⊗ m ·Jk
)
,
TorOp (Jk) = Hp
(
K•(a1, . . . , ad) ⊗Jk
)
.
Now the proof follows from Proposition 1.5. 
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